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Understanding the linkability of online user identifiers (IDs) is critical to both service providers (for business
intelligence) and individual users (for assessing privacy risks). Existing methods are designed to match IDs
across two services, but face key challenges of matching multiple services in practice, particularly when users
have multiple IDs per service. In this paper, we propose a novel system to link IDs across multiple services by
exploring the spatial-temporal features of user activities, of which the core idea is that the same user’s online
IDs are more likely to repeatedly appear at the same location. Specifically, we first utilize a contact graph
to capture the “co-location” of all IDs across multiple services. Based on this graph, we propose a set-wise
matching algorithm to discover candidate ID sets, and use Bayesian inference to generate confidence scores for
candidate ranking, which is proved to be optimal. We evaluate our system using two real-world ground-truth
datasets from an Internet service provider (4 services, 815K IDs) and Twitter-Foursquare (2 services, 770 IDs).
Extensive results show that our system significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms in accuracy
(AUC is higher by 0.1-0.2), and it is highly robust against data quality, matching order and number of services.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Identity linkage, spatio-temporal trajectory, online services, set-wise ID
matching
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INTRODUCTION

Online services are playing critical roles in almost all aspects of users’ life. It is common for a user
to have multiple online identifiers (IDs) in different services such as Instant messaging (IM), online
social networks (OSN), e-commerce (EC), online review (OR), etc. Users may even have multiple
IDs in a single service, where different IDs are used for different purposes [38].
Service providers have strong motivations to massively mining user data for monetization
and optimizing user experience [22]. To capture a more comprehensive understanding of user
behavior, it is increasingly intriguing to link user IDs across multiple services to fuse the separated
data [25, 53, 56]. However, from the user perspective, linking IDs across services may have privacy
implications since more information are exposed [17, 35].
To these ends, understanding the “linkability” of online IDs is critical to both service providers (for
business intelligence) and users (for understanding privacy risks). Existing studies have explored
various ways to link IDs by using service-specific information such as user attributes [14] and
friendship graphs [21]. However, these approaches depend on whether these services have the
same data type. For example, e-commerce services often do not have friendship graphs to match
with an online social network. Moreover, users may fill in fake information (e.g., name, gender) in
their profiles, which makes the linkage even harder.
In this paper, we explore a more generic approach to link user IDs by leveraging the spatialtemporal features of user activities. The key intuition is that no matter what online services a
user accesses, we can bind them to the user’s physical presence, which is characterized by time
and location. This becomes possible because most online services today have a mobile version
with locations as parts of the service (e.g., Uber, Yelp, Twiter). In addition, with some tolerance
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on granularity, even network accessing related information can be translated into location [20].
Our goal is to link multiple online IDs that belong to the same users across different services. This
requires solving three key challenges that have not be addressed in existing work [21, 41, 42]:
• Service multiplicity: existing methods mainly focus on linking IDs of two services [28, 41].
In practice, however, the number of services can easily go over two. We find that adapting
existing methods by matching services one by one produces unreliable results (see §7), which
is significantly influenced by the number of services and the matching orders.
• ID multiplicity: users may register more than one ID in a service [38]. ID matching between
two services should be “set-wise”, i.e., linking a set of IDs. However, existing methods are
designed for pair-wise ID matching, which fail to capture users’ multiple IDs in a single
service [41, 42].
• Heterogeneous data quality: since user mobility behavior is extremely heterogeneous [28], the
quantity and resolution of location data are drastically different across services. Early works
simply filter out a large number of IDs with low-quality data [21, 41], which significantly
reduces the data coverage and usability.
To solve these challenges, we propose a contact graph model for multi-service ID linking. Instead
of matching IDs of just two services in a bipartite graph, we directly map multiple services and
all their IDs into one big graph. In this graph, each node is an ID (regardless of service), and an
edge represents that the connected IDs visited the same physical location, which is weighted by
the number of co-locations of them. The high-level intuition is that the users’ daily movements are
fairly predictable with repeated patterns [49]. If multiple IDs belong to the same user, they are more
likely to be “co-located” to build edges and form distinguishable subgraph structures over time.
Based on the contact graph, we propose a Bayesian-based optimal ID matching algorithm, which
identifies the most probable ID sets that belong to the same physical user with the target ID. The
high-level intuition is to extract possible candidate sets from neighboring IDs, and rank candidate
sets based on their joint probability to match the target ID. Then, we propose a Bayesian inference
method to obtain the joint probability for ranking candidate sets, which is proved to be optimal.
Our system allows a service provider to match its own IDs (as target IDs) with multiple other
services simultaneously. The matching is based on “sets”, capturing users who have multiple IDs in
the same service. In order to solve heterogeneous data quality, the contact graph is constructed
by including all IDs without arbitrarily pre-filtering any data. In addition, multiple user behavior
models are utilized to produce a confidence probability for the candidate sets, which have different
requirement for data quality of IDs to be linked. This allows applications to make use of the
available data based on specific contexts.
We evaluate our system based on two real-world ground-truth datasets. One is from a large
Internet service provider (ISP) that contains 412,455 users (815,117 online IDs) and 31 million
access records to 4 online services: instant message (QQ), social network (Weibo), e-commerce
(Taobao) and online review (Dianping). The second dataset contains 24K check-ins from Twitter and
Foursquare from 385 users (770 online IDs) [58]. We use the state-of-the-art pair-wise ID matching
algorithms POIS [41] and WYCI [42] as baselines. The results show that our algorithm significantly
outperforms baselines (by 0.1 in AUC), particularly on users with multiple IDs per service (by 0.2
in AUC). We have three novel contributions summarized as follows:
• First, we propose a generic and optimal ID linking algorithm utilizing the spatial-temporal
locality of user activities. Our contact graph model achieves set-wise ID matching for multiple
services. The model effectively captures users with multiple IDs per service, and mitigates the
ordering effect of multi-service matching.
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• Second, we propose a novel Bayesian-based method to produce confidence probability for ID
matching with proof of optimality. This addresses the challenge of uneven data-quality across
services: instead of arbitrarily pre-filtering low-quality data, our method keeps all IDs in the
matching for maximum data utilization.
• Third, we evaluate our system based on two real-world datasets with ground-truth. The results
show that our system significantly outperforms the start-of-the-art in accuracy, and it is robust
against data quality, number of services, and matching order.
As explained above, users’ spatial-temporal locality, which can be inferred from the location data
as well as users’ network accessing information, is a more generic information than service-specific
information, i.e., friendship graphs [21], or user attributes [14]. On the other hand, we addressed
a series of practical challenges in ID linking based on users’ spatial-temporal locality, involving
service multiplicity, ID multiplicity, and heterogeneous data quality. We believe it paves the way
toward solving ID linkage problems in practice.
A conference version of this paper was published in [52]. Compared with the conference version,
we further introduce two different user behavior models, and two different parameter estimation
strategies in this new version. In addition, a modified matching score function is proposed. Extensive
experiments show that different user behavior models and parameter estimation strategies perform
well in different situations. In addition, the proposed matching score function helps to improve the
performance in terms of F1 score by over 9.3%, indicating its effectiveness.
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RELATED WORK

Works related to our paper can be summarized by the following four topics: applications of ID
linking, ID linking methods, linking IDs using location data, and privacy protection mechanisms.
Applications of ID Linking: Based on linking IDs across services, a number of applications
can be improved, including friend recommendations [53, 56], video recommendations [54], opinion
analysis [9], social network design [22], indicating the large benefit we can obtain from the identity
linkage.
ID Linking Methods: A large number of methods have been proposed to link IDs by utilizing
different information. For example, approaches [18, 19, 21, 45, 59, 61] focus on utilizing social graphs.
Approaches [11, 14, 24, 32, 55] focus on utilizing user attributes and user profile. Other approaches
focus on utilizing user generated contents, e.g., similarity of movie ratings [35], writing style of
posts [13]. Zhong et al. [60] proposed an unsupervised co-training algorithm to link IDs belonging
to the same users, which manipulates two independent models, the attribute-based model and the
relationship-based model. Nie et al. [36] jointly considered users’ social network structure and
users’ article content to link their IDs across social platforms, which employed the latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) model to capture the users’ intersection core circle of friends. Li et al. [23] proposed
a weakly-supervised identity linkage algorithm based on adversarial learning, which utilized users’
features on different social platforms. All these approaches rely on service-specific features (e.g.,
user names), which are depended on whether two services have overlapped features. In this work,
we explore the mobility features of users for ID linking, which utilizes more generic information
from services.
Linking IDs using Location Data: Riederer et al. [41] linked two trajectory datasets with
maximum weight matching. Rossi et al. [42] proposed a trajectory-based linking method based on
their defined spatio-temporal distance. Mulder et al. [8] linked trajectory datasets by measuring
similarity between their transition kernels. Wang et al. [50, 51] proposed ID linking algorithms
based on Gaussian distribution and Gaussian mixture model which considers spatio-temporal
mismatches between different datasets. Recently, a number of deep learning based identity linkage
algorithms are proposed. Jie et al. [10] proposed a deep learning based algorithm to link user IDs,
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which used a co-attention mechanism to overcome the mismatches between different datasets. Luo
et al. [30] proposed a CNN-based identity linkage algorithm to incorporate Point of Interest (POI)
embeddings. However, the large number of parameters in the deep learning based models require
more training datasets, which further increases the challenge of overcoming the heterogeneous
data quality. What’s more, these approaches can only perform pair-wise ID matching between two
services, and face key challenges in the multiplicity of IDs and services.
Privacy Protection Mechanisms: On the other hand, researchers have focused on preserving
users’ privacy against the identity linkage. A number of studies focus on developing privacy
criterias, e.g., k-anonymity [46], l-diversity [31], and t-closeness [26]. Other approaches implement
the techniques of generalization, perturbation, and suppression on datasets to reduce the risk of
users to be linked as well as other privacy leakage [1–4, 15, 37]
3

CHALLENGES OF ID LINKING

In this section, we discuss the high-level challenges in ID linking in practice, and introduce our
core idea for solutions.
Problem I: Service multiplicity. Today’s users often have multiple IDs in different online
services. A recent survey by Pew Research Center in 2016 [38] shows that 56% of online adults use
more than one of the five social media platforms measured. Consequently, when implementing ID
linking, the number of services can easily go beyond two. However, existing methods are heavily
optimized for linking IDs of two services. When working on more than 3 services, the linking
accuracy is significantly influenced by the number services and matching orders (validated by
experiments later).
Problem II: Identity multiplicity. Many web services do not or even cannot forbid an individual from having multiple IDs, and creating multiple accounts is quite normal in some services.
According a poll with over 1200 votes in 2008, a majority of Twitter users (53%) have more than
one Twitter accounts [47]. Existing ID linking methods mainly focus on pair-wise linkage, which
cannot capture IDs that should be linked within the same service.
Solution Overview. We propose a contact graph to include all IDs from multiple services. In
this graph, each node is an ID (regardless of service), and the edge represents two IDs once visited
the same location. In this way, a group of conjoint nodes in the graph becomes possible candidates
of same users’ IDs. Furthermore, we develop a set-wise ID matching algorithm on this graph and
match IDs from different services simultaneously, to solve problem I and II.
Problem III: Data quality heterogeneity. ID linking faces a key challenge of heterogeneous
data quality. According to [28], online user profiles are largely incomplete: 80% of users missed
2+ out of 6 popular attributes. Similar for location data, the number of data records belonging to
different IDs is highly skewed [41]. For users (IDs) that have incomplete data, existing methods
often choose to filter them out, which significantly reduces data coverage and usability.
Solution Overview. Our goal is to keep all the IDs in the matching process. Instead of filtering
out them, we build a Bayesian inference method to calculate the “confidence” probability for the
matched IDs. We can identify high-quality matching results, and also keep ones to be utilizable.
Application Scenario. Based on these ideas, we build a system to solve a practical ID linking
problem across multiple services. Supposing one service provider obtained multiple datasets from
other web services, our goal is to link its own IDs with IDs of other services. For a given target
ID in the current service, our system will identify a list of candidate sets of IDs that are likely to
belong to the same physical user.
The workflow of our proposed ID linking system is shown in Figure 1. First, based on user
trajectory data from multiple services, we construct a big contact graph between IDs to extract
the subgraph structures formed by IDs belonging to the same user. At the same time, we propose
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Fig. 1. The workflow of our proposed system.

two probabilistic user behavior models as well as two parameter estimation strategies to extract
key mobility features of users. Then, based on the probabilistic user behavior model and subgraph
structure in the contact graph, the likelihood of different combination of IDs belonging to same
users are obtained. Finally, this system filters out unreliable matching results based on our proposed
matching score function, and obtain the final results as the output.
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PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, based on the introduced mathematical model, we formally define the set-wise ID
matching problem. Then, we introduce two important concepts, i.e., contact graph and partition,
and present a probability model of users’ behavior to solve the set-wise ID matching problem. For
readability, we summarize the major notations used throughout the paper in Table 1.
4.1

Mathematical Model

We define a user identifier (ID) is a sequence of characters that identifies a unique user account of
an online service. In addition, the service type has also been encoded in the user ID. Define A as
the set of all IDs, and define S as the set of types (services) of IDs. For an arbitrary ID v ∈ A, we
denote s(v) as its type (service). Then, ∀s ∈ S, As is used to denote the set of all IDs of type s.
Since the timestamps have different resolutions in different services, we divide the time span of
location traces into fixed sized time bins. On the other hand, recorded locations are also mapped
into geographical regions, e.g., the fixed-length grid or administrative regions. In addition, if the
location data of different services are recorded in the same format with the same spatial resolution,
such as access point (AP) or point of interest (POI), they can be used without change in ID linking.
We define T and L as the set of all time bins and the set of all regions, respectively.
u , t u )},
For a given online ID u ∈ A, its mobility records are defined as R(u) = {(l 1u , t 1u ), (l 2u , t 2u ), ..., (l N
Nu
u
u
u
u
u
where (li , ti ) represents a mobility record in location li at time ti , and Nu is the number of records
u . For mobility records within the
for ID u. Without loss of generality, we assume t 1u ≤t 2u ≤...≤t N
u
same time bin, they will be sorted based on their timestamp without discretized into time bins.
For an ID set ξ , its mobility records are defined as R(ξ ) = {R(w)|w ∈ ξ }. Further, if all IDs in
ξ belong to the same user, mobility records of different IDs will be merged into one trajectory
ξ ξ
ξ ξ
ξ
ξ
R(ξ ) = {(l 1 , t 1 ), (l 2 , t 2 ), ..., (l N ξ , t N ξ )} by removing repeated records with the same space-time
coordinates. Then, for each pair of online IDs u, v ∈ A, let binary variable X (u, v) indicate whether
5

Table 1. Notations and Descriptions.

Notation
A
S
L
T
As
G
N (v)
R(V )
R(ξ )
X (ξ , v)
s(v)
P(A)
P(A, ξ )

Description
The set of IDs.
The set of types (services) for IDs.
The set of locations.
The set of time bins.
The set of all IDs of type s ∈ S.
Contact graph of online IDs in physical world.
The neighbor of v ∈ A.
The login records for a set of online IDs V .
The login records for a set of online IDs ξ ⊆ A belonging to one user.
Binary variable indicating whether IDs in ξ and v belong to the same users.
The service type of online ID v ∈ A.
The set of all partitions of A.
The set of all partitions in which all IDs in ξ are divided into one set.

they belong to the same user. That is,
(
1,
X (u, v) =
0,

if u, v belong to the same user,
otherwise.

More generally, for a set of online IDs
Î ξ ⊆ A, we use X (ξ ) to indicate whether they belong to the
same users. Thus, we have X (ξ ) = u,v ∈ξ X (u, v). Similarly, for the target online IDs v and a set
of IDs ξ , we
Î let X (ξ , v) indicate whether they belong to the same users, which can be computed by
X (ξ , v) = u ∈ξ X (u, v). Then, based on these notations, we formally define it as the follows:
Set-wise Identity Matching Problem (SIMP)
Given: The target ID v, a list of candidate sets of IDs ξ 1 , ..., ξ N ⊆ A, and their mobility records
R(v) and R(ξ i ) for i = 1, ..., N .
Problem: Find a ranking function ϕ : {ξ 1 , ..., ξ N } → {1, ..., N }, such that the IDs belonging to
the same user with v are ranked as high as possible, which can be expressed as:
min
ϕ

4.2

N
Õ

X (ξ i , v)ϕ(ξ i ).

(1)

i=1

Contact Graph and Partition

It has been found that users’ daily mobility is fairly predictable with repeated patterns [49]. If
multiple IDs belong to the same user, they are more likely to be “co-located”. Thus, we can define
the contact graph of IDs to extract the subgraph structures formed by IDs belonging to the same
user.
Definition 1 (Contact Graph) Contact graph of IDs is defined as a graph G = (A, E). For a pair
of online IDs u, v ∈ A, we say there exists an edge between u and v in E, if u and v have mobility
records at the same locations, i.e., ∃l ∈ L, such that (l, t 1 ) ∈ R(u) and (l, t 2 ) ∈ R(v) hold for some
t1, t2 ∈ T .
Note that the contact graph is defined only based on spatial information of mobility records of
IDs, regardless of the temporal information. The intuition is to capture the candidate IDs belonging
to the same user through the connectivity of the contact graph as much as possible. Actually, if
two nodes have no common location in their trajectories, there is very low probability for them to
6

belong to the same user. Thus, for each ID v, we can limit the candidate online IDs belonging to
the same user with it as a subset of its neighbor N (v) = {b|b ∈ A, (b, v) ∈ E}. We further define
the neighbor of v with a certain type s ∈ S as N s (v) = N (v) ∩ As . As for the temporal information,
we will model it in the weight of edge. Specifically, for an edge (u, v) ∈ E, we define its weight
w(u, v) as the probability that they belong to the same user, i.e., w(u, v) = P(X (u, v) = 1). For
example, nodes with more frequent “co-locations” will have larger weight between them, which be
introduced in detail in Section 6.
On the other hand, in order to describe the subgraph structures of IDs belonging to different
users simultaneously, we define “partition” of IDs as follows:
Definition 2 (Partition) Given a node set V , p = {ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ..., ξ n } is a set of non-empty subset
of V . That is, ∀k ∈ {1, ..., n}, we have ξ k ⊆ V . Then, p is a partition of V if the following three
conditions hold: (1) ∅ < p, (2) ∪ξ ∈p ξ = A, (3) if ξ 1 , ξ 2 ∈ p and ξ 1 , ξ 2 , we have ξ 1 ∩ ξ 2 = ∅.
There is an inherent partition of A composed of the true set of online IDs belonging to each user.
Specifically, we assume, the number of each user’s IDs of type s ∈ S follows independent geometric
distribution with parameter θ s . That is, the prior probability of a set of IDs ξ belonging to the same
Î
n (ξ )
user is P(ξ ) = s ∈S θ s s (1 − θ s ), where ns (ξ ) is the number of IDs of service s in ξ . Then, for a
partition p, its prior P(p) depends on the online IDs of each user, which can be expressed as follows:
Ö
P(p) =
P(ξ ).
(2)
ξ ∈p

In addition, we use P(V ) to denote the set of all partitions of V . Then, for a subset ξ ⊆ V ,
we define P(V , ξ ) as the set of all partitions in which all IDs in ξ are divided into one set, i.e.,
P(V , ξ ) = {p|p ∈ P(V ), ∃ζ ∈ p, s.t . ξ ⊆ ζ }.
Based on the concept of partitions, we can further express the probability of the observed records
R(V ) of an ID set V conditioned on one of its partition p as follows:
Ö
P(R(V )|p) =
P(R(ξ )|X (ξ ) = 1),
(3)
ξ ∈p

which is an important indicator of the goodness of partition p compared with the true partition. In
addition, we can demonstrate that ranking results of ID sets based on this probability is optimal
(see §6.2). Next, we will further introduce how to calculate this probability.
5

PROBABILITY MODEL OF USER BEHAVIOR

In order to formally analyze our problem, it is necessary to build a mobility model which describes
how users move and produce location records. Human mobility modelling has been studied in a
number of works [5, 7]. Brockmann et al. [5] model human mobility as a Lévy flight, where the length
of spatial displacement of individuals follows power-law distribution. Cho et al. [7] model human
movements as periodic movement between their home and work place by Gaussian mixture model.
However, these approaches are mainly designed for modelling continuous space-time coordinates
of human trajectories, which do not consider the heterogeneous mobility data across services. In
our work, we model human movement on the discrete time bins and geographical regions by two
widely used probability models including multinomial model [34, 42] and Markov model [8, 43].
What’s more, in order to estimate parameters used in the probability models, we present two
strategies, including using global parameters and collapsed parameters. In the conference version
of this paper [52], we use the Markov model and global parameters. In this journal version, we will
compare advantages and disadvantages of the two probability model and two parameter estimation
strategies, which will be introduced in detail in this section.
7

5.1

Probability Model

In this section, we will introduce two representative probability models given their parameters,
including multinomial model [34, 42] and Markov model [8, 43].
Multinomial Model: In this model, users’ movement is modelled to follow multinomial distribution, which is a generalized Bernoulli distribution on |L| locations. Specifically, for an ID
u ∈ A, for each location liu and time bin tiu , the probability of visiting liu at tiu by u is modelled by a
|L|-sized vector H = (h 1 , h 2 , ..., h |L | ), which can be represented as follows,
u
u
p((li+1
, ti+1
)|H ) = hliu+1 .
(4)
Note that H can be either global parameters independent with u or personalized parameters dependent with u. Then, the probability of all the mobility records of user u, i.e., R(u) = {(l 1u , t 1u ), (l 2u , t 2u ), ...,
u , t u )} can be computed as:
(l N
Nu
u
Nu
Ö
Ö cu
P(R(u)|H ) =
hliu =
hl l ,
(5)
i=1

l ∈L

where clu is the observed visit times of user u to location l. It can be calculated by
Nu
Õ
clu =
I (liu = l).

(6)

i=1

I (·) is the indicator function of the logical expression. Specifically, we have I (true) = 1 and
I (f alse) = 0. For an ID set ξ belonging to the same user, the probability of all the mobility records
in R(ξ ) can be also calculated based on (5) by replacing u with ξ .
Markov Model: Markov model is widely used to model human movement [27, 29]. Specifically,
it models the movements of human as transitions among definite and countable states, and each
state corresponds to a location. Users’ movement is characterized by a transition matrix T of
size |L| × |L|, where |L| is the total number of locations. Similarly with H , T can be either global
parameters independent with u or personalized parameters dependent with u. Then, each location
record is modelled to be only dependent on the last location record. Denote Tl,k as the probability
that user u moves from location l to location k in adjacent records. Then, the probability of a
location record can be calculated as follows,
P((li+1 , ti+1 )|(li , ti ),T ) = Tli ,li +1 .
(7)
Similarly, the probability of all the mobility records of user u can be computed as:
NÖ
u −1
Ö cu
P(R(u)|T ) =
Tliu ,liu+1 =
Tl,kl k ,
(8)
i=1

l,k ∈L

where cluk is the observed transition counts between location l and k of user u. It can be calculated
by
NÕ
u −1
u
cluk =
I (liu = l) · I (li+1
= k).
(9)
i=1

For an ID set ξ belonging to the same user, the probability of all the mobility records in R(ξ ) can be
also calculated based on (8) by replacing u with ξ .
Compared with multinomial model, Markov model further consider correlation between timeadjacent records, which models users’ mobility patterns more accurately. However, there are more
parameters used in Markov model, which may lead to overfitting problem.
5.2

Parameter Estimation Strategy

Given the probability model, there is still a problems unsolved. That is, what is the value of
parameters used in the model? An easy way to think about is to estimate parameters from trajectories
of IDs. However, when matching multiple IDs, whose parameters we should use? In addition, for IDs
8

with sparse trajectories, their estimated parameters are easy to be wrong or biased. By elaborately
design the parameter estimation strategies, we present two solutions including global parameters
and collapsed parameters as follows.
Global Parameters: In this case, we do not distinguish individuals, and assume all users follow
the same mobility model with equal parameters H or T . Thus, they are estimated from the records
of all users with the following equations:
Í
u
u ∈A c
hl = Í Í l u .
(10)
l ∈L u ∈A c l
Í
u
u ∈A c lk
Í
Tl k = Í
(11)
u .
k ∈L u ∈A c lk
Then, based on the estimated global parameter, probability of observing mobility records R(u) can
be calculated based on (5) and (8).
The information utilized to solve the ID matching problem by using multinomial model mainly
comes from “co-locations” of IDs, i.e., visiting the same location at the same time bin. If a set of
IDs ξ are frequently "co-located" in their trajectories. When we divide them into the same cluster
corresponding to one user, a number of repeated records will be removed in their merged trajectories,
and the probability of the corresponding mobility records will be calculated only by one time in
probability of the merged trajectories P(R(ξ )), leading to the decrement of likelihood of all records
conditioned on the corresponding partition P(R(A)|p). On the other hand, the information utilized
to solve the ID matching problem by using Markov model mainly comes from transitions between
time-adjacent records. If there are more frequent transitions based on T estimated from all users in
one merged trajectory, its probability will be larger. In contract, if there are more rare transitions in
one merged trajectories, its probability will be smaller. Thus, both models with global parameters
require target trajectories to have overlapped time span to construct co-locations and transitions
in their merged trajectories. Overall, in each model, we can find correct ID matching results by
maximizing the probability of observed records conditioned on the corresponding partition, which
describes the subgraph structures of IDs belonging to different users.
On the whole, estimating parameters based on the aggregated statistics of all IDs can overcome
sparsity issue. For example, when location records of some IDs are insufficient, the global parameters
can help us to better model their movements. On the other hand, personalized mobility patterns
(e.g., frequently-visited locations) are ignored in this way. The corresponding side effect is that
when trajectories of two IDs have no overlapped time window, the probability of their records will
be independent with partition p. Thus, in this case, these models are ineffective in solving the ID
matching problem.
Collapsed Parameters: Different with using global parameters, which are estimated from the
records of all users, another solution is to integrate with respect to the parameters, and obtain an
unconditional version of (5) and (8) from the perspective of expectations.
In order to achieve this goal, we adopt Bayesian probability methods, and regard both H and T
as random variables. Further, by denoting Tl,: as the |L|-sized vector [Tl,1 ,Tl,2 , ...,Tl, |L | ]T , we use
the common conjugate prior distribution to model them [40, 48], which can be expressed as follow:
p(H ) Ö
= Dirichlet(H |γ 1 ),
(12)
p(T ) =
Dirichlet(Tl,: |γ 2 ).
(13)
l ∈L

where Dirichlet(·|γ ) is Dirichlet distribution with hyper-parameter γ [33]. Specifically, γ is used to
describe how much we believe this prior.
Finally, the unconditional probability of observing mobility records R(u) is computed by integrating H and T . We denote the unconditional probability under multinomial model and Markov
9

ID
u1
u2
u3

lA
lA
∅

lB
∅
lB

lA
∅
∅

lA
∅
∅

Trajectories
∅
∅
∅
lB lB lB
∅
∅
∅

∅
∅

∅
∅

∅
∅

lA

lA

lA

Locations l
lA
lB

Probability Hl
0.3
0.7

(b) Global Parameters

(a) Trajectories of IDs

Partition p
{u 1, u 2 }, {u 3 }
{u 1, u 3 }, {u 2 }
{u 1 }, {u 2 }, {u 3 }

MN-G
-9.0
-9.8
-10.2

MN-C
-14.4
-12.2
-12.8

(c) logP (R(V ) |p)

Fig. 2. Three example IDs to be matched.

model as PMN (·) and PMK (·) respectively,
∫ and they can be computed as follows:
P MN (R(u)) =
P(R(u)|H )p(H )dH = λ 1 (γ 1 )B(b u ),
∫
Ö
PMK (R(u)) =
P(R(u)|T )p(T )dT = λ 2 (γ 2 )
B(blu ),

(14)
(15)

l ∈L

where B(·) is the multivariate Beta function, and λ 1 (γ ) and λ 2 (γ ) are functions of γ and independent
u + γ for each
with R(u). b u and blu are both |L|–sized vectors with b u (k) = c ku + γ 1 and blu (k) = clk
2
k ∈ L, respectively. Similarly, for a cluster of IDs ξ belonging to the same user, the probability of all
the mobility records in R(ξ ) can be also calculated based on (14) and (15) by replacing u with ξ .
Different with global parameter, personalized mobility patterns are also considered by using collapsed parameters. Let us consider a simple example of matching two IDs ξ = {u, v} by multinomial
model. In addition, trajectories of u and v have no over-lapped time window in their trajectories.
Thus, we have b ξ (l) = clu + clv + γ 1 . In addition, the trajectory of u is significantly denser than v,
i.e., for each l, we have clu ≫ clv . From (14), we can obtain:
PMN (R(ξ )) = λ(γ 1 )B(b u ) ·

B(b ξ )
.
B(b u )

Based on the property of beta function, since b u (l) ≫ |b ξ (l) − b u (l)| = clv ∀l, we have:
Ö  b u (l)  clv
u
Í
P MN (R(ξ )) ≈ λ(γ 1 )B(b ) ·
.
u
l ∈L b (l)

(16)

(17)

l ∈L

Then, for a fix u, if ID v has more records at u’s frequently visited locations, the probability of
their merged trajectories is larger, and we are more likely to divided them into one cluster. In
reverse, if v has more record at u’s rare visited locations, the probability is smaller, and they are
more likely to be divided into different clusters in the partitions. Similarly, Markov model with
collapsed parameter also considers the similarity of transition patterns of different IDs. Overall, in
each model with collapsed parameters, we can also find correct ID matching results by maximizing
the probability of observed records conditioned on the corresponding partition.
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For simplicity, we refer the combinations of two probability models of multinomial model
and Markov model and two parameter estimation strategies of global parameters and collapsed
parameters as MN-G, MN-C, MK-G, and MK-C, respectively.
To illustrate the definitions in the user behavior model, let us consider three example IDs with
mobility records shown in Figure 2. For simplicity, there are only two locations l A and l B in this
example. Their trajectories are shown in Figure 2(a), where each column represents a time bin,
and the global parameters are shown in Figure 2(b). Finally, the probability of observed records
conditioned on three different partitions based on two different user behavior models is shown in
Figure 2(c). Note that comparison between probability of different models (different columns) is
meaningless. Based on MN-G model, since u 1 and u 2 are “co-located” at a rarely visited location l A
compared with “co-location” at l B between u 1 and u 3 (HlA < Hl B ), u 1 and u 2 should be matched
with higher probability P(R(V )|p). However, visit times to different locations between u 1 and u 3
are more similar compared with u 1 and u 2 . Thus, u 1 and u 3 have higher probability under the MN-C
model and should be linked based on this model. Note that the information of “co-location” is also
considered in MN-C model, but in this example frequently visited locations for different IDs are a
more dominant factor to link IDs. Overall, two user behavior models capture different aspects of
mobility patterns of IDs to match them.
Overall, we propose two proposed parameter estimation strategies to characterize mobility
features of trajectories, which help us overcome the challenge of adopting the probabilistic mobility
models in the ID linking problem. Compared with the asymmetric parameter estimation strategies
used in existing approaches [8, 34, 42, 43], the proposed two parameter estimation strategies are all
symmetric, which eliminate the influence of the order of ID pairs to the performance of ID linking.
The parameter estimation strategies combined with probabilistic mobility models pave the way for
linking IDs belonging to the same users.
6

ID MATCHING PROBLEM

The goal of the set-wise ID matching problem is to find a ranking function ϕ(ξ k ) for each candidate ID set ξ k . Specifically, we rank candidate ID sets ξ k based on the joint posterior probability of IDs in ξ k belonging to the same user conditioned on the observed mobility records, i.e.,
P(X (ξ k , v) = 1|R(V )), where V is the set of candidate online IDs. As introduced in Section 4.2, we
limit V to the neighbor of v in the constructed contact graph, i.e., N (v). We now introduce how to
calculate P(X (ξ , v) = 1|R(V )).
6.1

Pair-wise Matching Problem

Let us first consider the case of pair-wise matching, i.e., linking the pairs of IDs of two services that
belong to the same users. In this case, each user is assumed to have at most one ID of each service.
We denote the service of target ID as s 0 , and the other service as s 1 . Then, V can be further limited
to V = N s1 (v) ∪ v, of which an example is shown in Figure 3(a).
For a target ID v ∈ As0 and an arbitraryÍID u ∈ N s1 (v), v can only belong to the same user with
at most one ID in N s1 (v). Thus, we have w ∈N s1 (v) X (w, v) ≤ 1. Considering it is possible that v
does not belong to the owners of any IDs in N s1 (v), we have:
Õ
P(X (w, v) = 1|R(V )) + β(v) = 1,
(18)
w ∈N s1 (v)

where β(v) is the probability that v does not belong to the same user with any IDs in N s1 (v). On
the other hand, through Bayes’ theorem, we have:
P(X (w, v) = 1|R(V )) =

P(X (w, v) = 1)P(R(V )|X (w, v) = 1)
.
P(R(V ))
11

(19)

v

u

v

u1

u2
(a) v and u ∈ N s1 (v).

(b) A partition for N(v).

Fig. 3. Diagrams for relationship between candidate nodes or sets in N (v) and the target node v.
s
According to (2), for all w ∈ N 1 (v), X (w, v) = 1 corresponds to a partition of V with the same
prior probability, due to their similar component structure, i.e., one 2-size set {w, v} and other
|V | − 2 1-size sets. We denote their prior probability as P(X (w, v) = 1) = P(p1 ). Further, we define
Q(w, v) as the joint probability of the observation R(V ) and X (w, v) = 1, which can be expressed
as follows:
Q(w, v) ≜ P(X (w, v) = 1) · P(R(V )|X (w, v) = 1),
Ö
=P(p1 ) · P(R(w, v)|X (w, v) = 1)
P(R(o)).
o ∈V \{w,v }

Then, (19) can be simplified as follows:
P(X (w, v) = 1|R(V )) =

Q(w, v)
.
P(R(V ))

(20)

Similarly, for β(v), its corresponding partition is p0 = {{w }|w ∈ V }. Thus, we have:
Î
P(p0 ) · w ∈V P(R(w))
.
β(v) =
R(V )
By defining β ′(v) as the numerator of β(v) and combining (18) and (20), we have:
P(X (u, v) = 1|R(V )) =

Í
w ∈N s1 (v)

Q(u, v)
,
Q(w, v) + β ′(v)

So far, we have obtained the probability that u belongs to the same user with v, which solves the
pair-wise matching problem.
6.2

Multiplicity of IDs and Services

Based on the pair-wise matching problem, we further investigate the problem of multiple IDs and
services. For each online ID u ∈ N s1 (v), we have obtained the probability that u belongs to the
same user with v. However, in the general SIMP, multiple IDs in N s1 (v) can belong to the same
user with v simultaneously. IDs in N s0 (v) can also belong to the same user with v. In addition, IDs
of multiple services should also be considered. Thus, we solve the problem in V = N (v), of which
an example is shown in Figure 3(b).
When considering multiple online IDs, e.g., u 1 , u 2 ∈ N (v), random variables X (u 1 , v) and X (u 2 , v)
are not independent with each other. Thus, we cannot obtain the joint probability by simply
12

using the product of the probability for each ID. For a set of IDs ξ ⊆ V , in order to calculate
P(X (ξ , v) = 1|R(V )), we first apply condition probability formula, which obtains:
P(X (ξ , v) = 1|R(V )) = P(R(V ), X (ξ , v) = 1)/P(R(V )),
∝ P(R(V ), X (ξ , v) = 1).
Then, we utilize partition to further simplify this equation. Specifically, by applying the formula
of total probability with respect to all possible partitions of V , we have:
Õ
P(R(V ), X (ξ , v) = 1) =
P(R(V ), X (ξ , v) = 1|p)P(p),
p ∈ P(V )

where P(p) is the prior probability of the partition p. Specifically, for an arbitrary partition p, if
ξ and v are divided into one set in p, we have P(X (ξ , v) = 1|p) = 1. Otherwise, it equals to 0. We
use P(A, ξ ∪ v) to denote the set of all partitions in which all IDs in ξ ∪ v are divided into one set.
Then, the right hand can be limited to P(A, ξ ∪ v). Combining relation of P(R(V ), X (ξ , v) = 1) and
P(X (ξ , v) = 1|R(V )) based on Bayes’ theorem, we have:
Õ
P(X (ξ , v) = 1|R(V )) ∝
P(R(V )|p)P(p).
(21)
p ∈ P(V , ξ ∪v)

In addition, for an arbitrary partition p ∈ P(V ), we use D(p) to represent the likelihood P(R(V )|p)P(p),
which can be calculated as follows,
Ö
D(p) = P(R(V )|p)P(p) = P(p)
P(R(η)|X (η) = 1).
η ∈p

Putting it into (21), we obtain:
P(X (ξ , v) = 1|R(V )) ∝

Õ

D(p).

p ∈ P(V , ξ ∪v)

ALGORITHM 1: RS(v, N (v), ξ )
Input: The target ID v, its neighborhood N (v) and a set of IDs ξ ⊆ N (v).
Output: The probability-based ranking score RS(v, N (v), ξ ) = P(X (ξ , v) = 1|R(V )).
Initialize:
D sum ← 0; D t ar дet ← 0; f ← 0;
if |N (v)| > Nmax then
f = 1;
if f = 0 then
for p ∈ P(N (v)) do
D sum = D sum + D(p);
if ∃U ∈ p s.t . ξ ∪ v ⊆ U then
D t ar дet = D t ar дet + D(p);
CP(ξ , v) = D t ar дet /D sum .
else
Ð
p = {ξ ∪ v} {{w }|w ∈ V \{v ∪ ξ }};
CP(ξ , v) = D(p).
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(22)

On the contrary, X (ξ , v) , 1 corresponds to partitions in which all IDs in ξ ∪ v are not divided
into one set. Thus, we also have:
Õ
P(X (ξ , v) , 1|R(V )) ∝
D(p).
(23)
p ∈ P(V )\P(V , ξ ∪v)

By combining (22) and (23), we have:
Õ

P(X (ξ , v) = 1|R(V )) =

D(p)/

p ∈ P(V , ξ ∪v)

Õ

D(p).

(24)

p ∈ P(V )

So far, we have obtained the probability that all IDs in ξ belongs to the same user with v, which
solves the set-wise matching problem. This ranking function based on the posterior probability is
optimal, which is proved by the following theorem:
Theorem 1 The ranking function based on the posterior probability P(X (ξ , v) = 1|R(V )) is the
optimal solution of Set-wise Identity Matching Problem.
Proof: Let ϕ 0 denote the ranking function based on the posterior probability. Since the target
function (1) is a random variable, we consider its expectation conditioned on the observations, and
have:
E(

N
Õ

X (ξ i , v)ϕ(ξ i )|R(V )) =

i=1

N
Õ

P(X (ξ i , v) = 1|R(V ))ϕ(ξ i ).

i=1

Without loss of generality, we assume P(X (ξ 1 , v)=1|R(V )) ≥ P(X (ξ 2 , v)=1|R(V ))≥...≥P(X (ξ N , v)=
1|R(V )). On the other hand, according to our proposed method, we have ϕ 0 (ξ i ) = i. Thus, we have
ϕ 0 (ξ 1 ) ≤ϕ 0 (ξ 2 ) ≤ ... ≤ϕ 0 (ξ N ). Combining these two inequalities and applying the rearrangement
inequality, for an arbitrary ranking function ϕ 1 , we have:
N
Õ

P(X (ξ i , v)=1|R(V ))ϕ 1 (ξ i ) ≥

N
Õ

i=1

P(X (ξ i , v)=1|R(V ))ϕ 0 (ξ i ).

i=1

In another form, it can be expressed as:
E(

N
Õ

X (ξ i , v)ϕ 1 (ξ i )|R(V )) ≥ E(

i=1

N
Õ

X (ξ i , v)ϕ 0 (ξ i )|R(V )).

i=1

Thus, the ranking function ϕ 0 generated by the algorithm minimizes the target function
of the set-wise identity matching problem, which proves its optimality.■
6.3

ÍN

i=1 X (ξ i , v)ϕ(ξ i )

Approximation Algorithm

The ranking function based on posterior probability is optimal. However, calculating it based on
(24) suffers from high computational complexity growing exponentially with the size of V . In order
to solve this problem, we apply the three approximation methods as follows:
• Ignoring non-adjacent IDs: It is unreasonable to link two IDs of which the trajectories have no
co-location. Thus, we limits the problem to the neighbor of v, i.e., N (v), which significantly
reduces the size of V . For these IDs with a large number of neighbors, we implement further
approximation methods to them.
• Ignoring the denominator: From (24), we can observe that the denominator is independent
with ξ . Thus, we alternatively rank the candidate ID sets only based on the numerator of
(24). By this way, only partitions in P(V , ξ ∪ v) need to be considered.
• Reducing feasible partitions: We further reduce feasible partitions in P(V , ξ ∪ v) to reduce
computational complexity. Specifically, we use the constant parameter Nmax to represent
the maximum accepted |V |. If |V | ≥ Nmax , all IDs in V \{v ∪ ξ } are considered to belong to
different users.
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ALGORITHM 2: SIMP Algorithm
Input: The target ID v and its neighbor N (v), a list of candidate sets of IDs ξ 1 , ..., ξ N ⊆ N (v).
Output: The ranking function ϕ.
Initialize:
C ← {1, ..., N }; r ← 1;
while C , ∅ do
k = argmaxi ∈C RS(v, N (v), ξ i );
ϕ(ξ k ) = r ;
C = C\k; r = r + 1;

As for the first approximation method of ignoring non-adjacent IDs, let us consider an example
of using multinomial model with global parameters and given two non-adjacent IDs V = {u 1 , u 2 }.
Two possible partitions of them are p1 = {{u 1 }, {u 2 }} and p2 = {{u 1 , u 2 }}. Since u 1 and u 2 are nonadjacent, they do not have “co-locations”. Thus, likelihood of their observed records conditioned
on the two partitions, i.e., P(R(V )|p1 ) and P(R(V )|p2 ), are completely equal, indicating that there is
no correlation between trajectories of u 1 and u 2 . Thus, it is reasonable to ignore u 2 when matching
possible IDs belonging to the same user with u 1 . As for the second approximation method of ignoring
the denominator, this method does not influence ranking results of ID sets, but the left numerator
does not range from 0 to 1 anymore and is only in proportion to the confidence probability. Overall,
if we only care about ranking results, this approximation method can be adopted without any
influence. If we also care about the confidence of top candidate sets, this method affects the utility
in some way. The third approximation method is a compromise between calculating accurate
probability of ID sets and the computational complexity.
Based on above approximation methods, the computational complexity is reduced from O(2 |V | )
to O(|V |). Based on them and (24), we propose an algorithm to calculate the confidence score, which
is described in Algorithm 1. Given the target ID v and its neighborhood N (v), if |N (v)| ≤ Nmax ,
the confidence score is computed by traversing all partitions in P(V ) according to (24). Otherwise,
the two proposed approximation methods are adopted to reduce the computational complexity.
We further propose SIMP algorithm shown in Algorithm 2 to solve the general set-wise identity
matching problem, in which confidence scores of candidate ID sets are calculated by invoking
Algorithm 1, and ID sets with higher confidence probability are given higher rankings.
6.4

Matching Score Function

In certain application scenarios, a relatively small number of more reliable ID matching results
are required rather than the whole ranking of all candidate sets of IDs. A naive solution to this
problem is adding a threshold θ to filter out matched IDs with likelihood (24) less than θ . However,
(24) cannot well distinguish the reliability of matching results when the likelihood is close to 1. Let
us consider a simple example with two “isolated” IDs (w, v) to be matched. Here, “isolated” means
they do not have other neighbor nodes. Then, the logarithmic likelihood can be represented as
logQ(w, v) − log(Q(w, v) + β). When we have Q(w, v) ≫ β, due to the limitation of computational
accuracy, the obtained logarithmic likelihood is always equal to 0. Thus, it is hard to characterize
the reliability of ID pair (w, v). In order to solve this problem, we propose a modified matching
score function based on the likelihood (24) as follows:
Score(ξ , v) = α 1 logP(X (ξ , v)) − α 2 log(1 − P(X (ξ , v)),
Õ
Õ
Õ
= (α 2 − α 1 )log D(p) + α 1 log D(p) − α 2 log
D(p),
p ∈ P(V )

p ∈ P(V , ξ ∪v)
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p ∈ P(V )\P(V , ξ ∪v)

(25)

where α 1 and α 2 are hyper-parameters to adjust the influence of two parts. As we can observe,
compared with the logarithmic likelihood, which ranges from negative infinity to 0, this modified
matching score function ranges from negative infinity to positive infinity. Let us consider the
same example of the two “isolated” IDs (w, v), and let α 1 = 0. Then, we have Score(w, v) ∝
log(Q(w, v) + β) − logβ, which increases with Q(w, v) even for Q(w, v) ≫ β. Thus, we can better
characterize the reliability of matching results, especially when the likelihood is close to 1. Then,
we can use the threshold θ to filter out unreliable matched IDs with matching score (25) less than
θ , and obtain the reliable matching results.
7

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We evaluate our system against two state-of-the-art pair-wise matching algorithms using two
ground-truth datasets. Now we introduce the utilized datasets, evaluation metrics and experiment
results.
7.1

Datasets

We have two ground-truth datasets for performance evaluation, including a new ISP dataset (4
services) and an existing dataset from a prior work (2 services). We summarize the basic statistics
of utilized datasets in Table 4.
7.1.1 ISP Dataset. This dataset is collected by a large ISP in China, which covers 412,455 groundtruth users and their 815,117 IDs in 4 representative online services including instant messenger
(QQ), online social network (Weibo), e-commerce (Taobao) and online review site (Dianping) during
the full month of November 2015. All of them are the leading and most popular online services
among the corresponding categories in China. In addition, they have covered the most commonlyused online service categories with different usage patterns. Thus, by conducting experiments based
on them, performance of different ID linking algorithms can be comprehensively evaluated. We
show details of these online services in Table 5. It records users’ accessing activities via broadband
network, which are associated to a physical locations, e.g., a WiFi access point or a broadband
interface. For simplicity, we refer them as access points (AP). Each record represents the user’s login
action in a given service, characterized by “service name”, “ID”, “AP name”, and “timestamp”. There
are 31 million total records (on average 38.2 records per ID). The ground-truth is also provided by
the same ISP, which collect users’ online IDs via the cellular networks that are associated with the
same device with unique cellular identifier.
We have taken a number of steps to protect the privacy of users involved in the utilized datasets
in this paper. First, user identity information of all trajectories is removed by the providers of the
datasets. Instead, they replace each user ID with an encrypted bit string. Second, the datasets are
stored in separated servers belonging to each provider of the datasets, which are all well protected
by their own firewalls. All data processing is finished on the services, which is overlooked by the
collaborators.
7.1.2 Twitter-Foursquare. On Foursquare, users may display their Twitter account information,
which makes it possible to obtain the ground-truth mapping between Twitter IDs and Foursquare
IDs. This dataset is collected by Zhang et al. [58]. In total, it contains 385 users with location
check-ins on both sides (770 online IDs), and totally 24,556 location check-ins collected from both
Twitter and Foursquare. Compared with the ISP dataset, users’ location contents on Twitter and
Dataset
ISP
Twitter-Foursquare

Table 2. Dataset summary.
# Records # Ground-Truth Users
31,137,469
412,455
24,556
385
16

Time
Nov. 2015
2008-2012

# Locations
3,362,800
6,531

Table 3. Four services in the ISP dataset.
Service
QQ
Taobao
Weibo
Dianping

Type
Instant messaging (IM)
E-commerce (EC)
Online social network (OSN)
Online review (OR)

# of IDs
725,621
7,545
2,545
79,403

Foursquare are actively uploaded by them. Therefore, they are less sensitive compared with the ISP
datasets. Even so, user IDs are all replaced by an encrypted bit string to protect users’ privacy.
7.2

Baseline Algorithms

POIS:
Riederer et al. [41] propose a probabilistic model to link IDs, which is also based on
user behavior models. Specifically, they model the visit times of a user to a location by Poisson
distribution. In addition, the occurrence of a login record of each service is modeled to follow
independent Bernoulli distribution. Then, ID pairs with large matching scores obtained based on
the probabilistic model are linked.
WYCI: Rossi et al. [42] model the probability of users’ visit to different locations as a multinomial
distribution. Specifically, they use one trajectory from the target ID pair to be linked to estimate
the parameters of the model, and then use the left one to compute the matching score as follows,
SW Y C I (u, v) =

Ö

P(l |R(v)) =

(l,t )∈R(u)

clv + α

Ö

v
l ∈L c l

Í
(l,t )∈R(u)

+ α |L|

,

(26)

where clv is the number of records of user v at location l. In addition, |L| is the number of distinctive
locations, and α is the smoothing parameter, which can be also regarded as the parameter of the
Dirichlet prior for the multinomial distribution.
UIDwST:
Gao et al. [12] link users across social networks by measuring the similarity of
users’ check-ins in terms of spatio-temporal distribution. They further consider the importance of
different check-in records by applying a weighting scheme based on the term frequency-inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF). Finally, they also consider the conflictive check-in records with little
time gap but large geographical distance. Then, they add a penalty to the above similarity which is
inversely proportional to the number of conflictive check-in records between the target ID pairs.
Finally, ID pairs with similarity larger than a predefined threshold are linked.
Chen et al. [6] also link users by measuring the similarity of their spatial and temporal
STUL:
behavior. In terms of spatial behavior, they measure the similarity between users’ stay regions,
which is also weighted by the importance of different regions by considering their popularity. In
terms of temporal behavior, they measure the similarity of users’ time distribution in each stay
region.
Based on our analysis in Section 5.2, in the case of pair-wise ID matching for IDs with no overlapped time window and significant heterogeneous trajectory density (clu ≫ clv ∀l), our proposed
SIMP algorithm based on multinomial model and collapsed parameters is equivalent to WYCI
algorithm.
These algorithms are all designed to match IDs between two services, and we apply them by
matching multiple services one by one. For a given ID in one service, they produce a ranked list of
the matched IDs (with ranking scores).
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7.3

Evaluation Metrics

We use standard metrics including precision, recall and AUC to evaluate the algorithm performance
with some adjustments. More specifically, for a target ID v, POIS or WYCI produces a ranked list of
IDs: [u 1 , u 2 , ..., uk ], where ui is the i t h ID and k is the number of matched IDs. Our system SIMP
produces a ranked list of sets: [U1 , U2 , ..., Uk ], where each item Ui is a set of IDs (Ui = {ui1 , ..., uis }).
For comparison, we need to either convert a set-list to an ID-list, or the other way around.
7.3.1 ID List Evaluation. First, we convert the set-list generated by our algorithm to an ID-list, by
setting the set size as 1 (|Ui | = 1), and then compute the metrics using standard precision, recall,
and AUC.
Precision & Recall: Given the list of matched IDs, precision is the fraction of IDs that truly belong
to the same user within IDs that are matched by algorithms. Recall is the fraction of IDs that are
correctly matched within IDs that actually belong to the same user. Then, F1 score is their harmonic
mean [39]. Formally, we denote D as the set of IDs matched by the algorithm to be evaluated, and
denote C as the set of all IDs belonging to the target users. Note that the target IDs are excluded in
both C and D. Then, these metrics can be expressed as follows:


Precision



Recall


 F1


=
=
=

| D∪C |
|D | ,
| D∪C |
|C| ,
2Precision·Recall
Precision+Recall .

In these metrics, only the ID with the highest probability in the ID-list is evaluated. In addition, we
can further trade off between precision and recall by adding constraints to filter out some poorly
matched IDs. By this way, recall is decreased, while the precision is improved. Specifically, we add
a threshold θ to filter out matched IDs with likelihood less than θ in our proposed SIMP algorithm.
In addition, POIS algorithm adopts another threshold ϵ to the gap of matching scores of the best
and second-best IDs. Thus, for baseline algorithms, we try both thresholds and select a better one.
AUC pair-wise: By plotting the true positive rate (TPR) of the obtained results as a function of
false positive rate (FPR), we obtain the ROC curve. Then, AUC is equal to the area under ROC
curve [16, 44]. It is essentially evaluating the quality of a ranking, which is formulated as follows,
Ín0
(n 0 + n 1 − r i ) − n 0 (n 0 + 1)/2
AU C = i=1
,
n 0n 1
where r i is the rank of i t h positive instance, and n 0 and n 1 are the number of positive and negative
instances, respectively. Here, “positive” means the matched ID is correct based on ground-truth.
We can observe that if a certain algorithm ranks the positive instance higher, the corresponding
AUC is larger. Specifically, we set k = 10 IDs in the list, and thus n 0 + n 1 = k = 10. We refer this
AUC (for pair-wise matching algorithms) as AUC pair-wise.
7.3.2 Set List Evaluation. Clearly, converting the set-list to an ID-list diminishes the key benefits
of our system. Our system may correctly match all the IDs in the top candidate set, but had to
shrink the set size to 1 for the comparison. Thus, we introduce a method to convert the ID list into
set list (applied to results of POIS and WYCI), and use a AUC to evaluate the ranking quality of the
set list. The basic idea is to group IDs into sets (of pre-defined size), and then we rank these sets
based on the highest ranked ID in each set. For example, for a given ID list [u 1 , u 2 , , ..., u 3 ], we can
convert them to a set list (with set size = 2) as [{u 1 , u 2 }, {u 1 , u 3 }, {u 2 , u 3 }].
AUC set-wise: For a given list of sets, we also use AUC to evaluate the ranking quality. We follow
the same definition of AUC to calculate the probability of ranking a randomly chosen “positive set”
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Fig. 4. Performance of different user behavior models on IDs of IM vs. OR and Twitter vs. Foursquare.

higher than a randomly chosen “negative set”, where “positive set” means that all the IDs in this
set belong to the same user as the target ID v. If any ID is incorrect, the set is a negative one.
7.4

Experiment and Results

We evaluate our system by experiments in different cases with IDs of one-to-one relation (one ID
per service) and of one-to-many relation (multiple IDs per service and multiple services). For better
understanding, we summary the default values of key parameters in our experiments in Table 4.
Other parameters of baseline algorithms all follow the recommended settings [6, 12, 41, 42].
7.4.1 One-to-One Relation. We first select users who only have one IM identity and one OR
identity of the ISP dataset as the ground-truth, and evaluate the performance of different user
Parameters
k
β
α 2 /α 1
γ1
γ2

Table 4. Default parameter settings.
Description
Spatial Resolution (ISP dataset)
Spatial Resolution (Twitter-Foursquare dataset)
Temporal Resolution
#Instances considered in AUC
Default value of β(v)
Parameters of matching score function (25)
Prior Parameters for multinomial model
Prior Parameters for Markov model
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Value
Access points (AP)
1km × 1km grids
1 hour
10
e −10
105
0.1
0.1

Table 5. Four services in the ISP dataset.
Service
QQ
Taobao
Weibo
Dianping

Type
Instant messaging (IM)
E-commerce (EC)
Online social network (OSN)
Online review (OR)

# of IDs
725,621
7,545
2,545
79,403

1
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Fig. 5. Performance of different algorithms on IDs of IM vs. OR and Twitter vs. Foursquare.

behavior models and different algorithms for IDs with one-to-one relation on them as well as
the Twitter-Foursquare dataset. Note than in this case, the set size shrinks to 1, which is to our
disadvantage.
We first examine the impact of different user behavior models to the performance of our proposed
SIMP algorithm in Figure 4. Specifically, Figure 4(a) and (b) show the experimental results on the
ISP dataset, where Figure 4(a) shows the mean AUC of SIMP algorithm with different user behavior
models and Figure 4(b) shows the precision-recall curves by adjusting parameter θ or ϵ in our
proposed algorithms and baselines. From Figure 4(b), we can observe that the proposed SIMP
algorithms of both user behavior models with global parameters perform better. The reason lies
in that global parameters utilize trajectories of all users to estimate parameters in the behavior
models. Thus, they are more accurate than algorithms with collapsed parameters which only utilize
trajectories of the two target trajectories.
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In Figure 4(c) and (d) conduct the same experiments using the Twitter-Foursquare dataset as
in Figure 4(a) and (b), which show a different trend with results on the ISP dataset. That is, as
shown in Figure 4(c) and (d), two user behavior models with collapsed parameters have the better
overall performance. As we introduced in Sec. 5, both models with global parameters require target
trajectories to have overlapped time span to construct co-locations and transitions in their merged
trajectories. However, the time of location records in the Twitter-Foursquare dataset ranges from
2008 to 2012, while records in the ISP dataset concentrate on one month and are much denser.
Thus, the constructed co-locations and transitions in the Twitter-Foursquare dataset are much
less. For example, according to our statistics, only 7.5% records in the Twitter-Foursquare dataset
have “co-located” records of another services within the period of one day, while for the ISP
dataset the percentage is larger than 35.8%, which leads to the under-performance of the proposed
algorithms with global parameters. Different with global parameters, personalized mobility patterns
are also considered by using collapsed parameters. Thus, they have better performance of the
Twitter-Foursquare dataset.
In addition, we can observe that MN-G and MN-C achieve the best performance on two datasets,
respectively. However, it is hard to conclude that multinomial model is better than Markov model.
On both datasets, MK-C algorithm has very close performance to the best one. For example, the
performance gap between MK-C algorithm and the best MN-C algorithm in terms of AUC is less
than 0.02 on Twitter-Foursquare dataset. Theoretically, Markov model has larger performance
potential than multinomial model, since it further characterize the transition patterns of user
trajectories compared with multinomial model. The major factor that limits it performance in
our experiments is the sparsity of trajectories. Thus, the relative larger number of parameters in
Markov model are not well estimated based on the insufficient trajectory points, leading to its
under-performance compared with multinomial model.
In Figure 5, we conduct the same experiments as in Figure 4 to compare the performance of
our proposed algorithms compared with baselines. As for our proposed algorithms, we only show
their performance with two representative user behavior models, i.e., multinomial model with
global parameters (MN-C) and Markov model with collapsed parameters (MK-C). Results show
that our algorithms have better performance on the most situations. Specifically, our algorithms
outperform the baselines by 0.12 in terms of AUC on average on the ISP dataset, and outperform
the baselines by 0.23 in terms of AUC on average on the Twitter-Foursquare dataset. In addition,
we can observe that STUL algorithm outperforms other baselines on the ISP dataset. However, it
suffers from under-performance on the Twitter-Foursquare dataset. The main reason is that this
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Fig. 7. Performance on IDs with one-to-many relation, with different combinations of services.

algorithm utilizes the aggregated features of user trajectories to characterize the importance of
each location record, which is similar to the utilized global parameters in our proposed algorithms.
However, trajectories of Twitter-Foursquare are insufficient compared with their large spatial
coverage. Thus, the obtained features by aggregating user trajectories are not accurate, leading to
its under-performance. Overall, experimental results indicate the effectiveness of our proposed
algorithms.
Then, we evaluate the impact of parameter α 1 and α 2 in our proposed matching score function
in Figure 6. First, we show the precision-recall curves of the proposed SIMP algorithm with three
representative parameters in Figure 6(a), where we use the multinomial user mobility model as the
default setting. Specifically, the matching score function with α 2 /α 1 = 0 is equivalent to the original
logarithmic likelihood. We can observe that a larger α 2 /α 1 helps to improve the performance in
terms of precision. Further, we fix the recall to be 0.6, and show the F1 score of the proposed SIMP
algorithm as the function of α 2 /α 1 in Figure 6(b). We can observe that by increasing α 2 /α 1 , we can
obtain a performance gain of about 9.3% in terms of F1 score, indicating the effectiveness of our
proposed matching score function.
7.4.2 One-to-Many Relation. Then, we select users with IDs of one-to-many relation, e.g., users
with one IM identity and multiple OR identities, and evaluate the performance of our system using
both pair-wise and set-wise AUC. As for our proposed algorithms, we use the SIMP algorithm with
multinomial model and global parameters (MN-C) as the default setting. The results are shown in
Figure 7. From the results, we can have three key observations. First, our algorithm significantly
outperforms the baselines over different combinations of services and AUC metrics. Second, the
performance of our algorithm is more consistent over different services. The baselines, in contrary,
have a larger variance in the AUC. Third, the gaps between our algorithm and baselines are larger
for set-wise AUC than pair-wise AUC. This indicates the advantage of our algorithm in finding
multiple IDs in one service simultaneously. The highest gain over baselines is 0.2 in terms of AUC
(pair-wise), when matching IM to OSN.
7.4.3 Multiple Services. Next, we examine the performance of our algorithm in linking IDs over
multiple services by selecting users who have three IDs (i.e., one IM, one OR and one OSN) as the
ground-truth. We examine the impact of number of services and matching order. In this particular
experiment, we use IM identity as the target ID, and find the other two IDs belonging to the same
user. There are three possible matching sequences: (IM-OR, IM-OSN), (IM-OR, OR-OSN), (IM-OSN,
OSN-OR). We perform each sequence and obtain the set-wise AUC shown in Figure 8.
From Figure 8(a) and (b), we find that number of services has a significant influence on the two
baseline algorithms. Both POIS and WYCI have a clear performance degradation from 2-service
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Fig. 8. Performance on IDs of multiple services and overall performance.

matching to 3-service matching, where the average AUC difference is 0.16. In addition, the matching
order also matters, particularly for WYCI. In this case, the AUC difference between the best and
worse sequences can be as large as 0.2. This confirms our design intuition, that the pair-wise
matching has fundamental limitation to scale-up to multiple services. On the other hand, as we
can observe from Figure 8(b), performance degradation of our proposed algorithm is only 0.05 in
terms of AUC from 2-service matching to 3-service matching, while it is 0.16 on average for two
baseline algorithms. It indicates that our algorithm is much less sensitive to the matching order nor
the number of services.
Figure 8(c) shows the result by extending the experiment scope to users who have four IDs
(i.e., one ID for each service). We can observe that our algorithm consistently outperforms other
algorithms under these settings. The advantage is more obvious for multi-service matching. Finally,
we discard all constraints and show the overall performance of different algorithms in Figure 8(d).
We can observe that our algorithm outperforms other algorithms with performance gap of over 0.1
in terms of AUC.
7.4.4 Different Data Quality. Finally, we evaluate the sensitivity of our system in different data
quality. We consider a number of key factors including the spatial/temporal resolution, number of
records per ID, time range of the dataset, number of visited locations per ID, number of IDs in the
neighbor, and number of spatio-temporal points per ID. For this group of experiments, we follow
the same settings as Figure 5.
First, we evaluate the impact of temporal and spatial resolution. In terms of spatial resolution,
we divide the city (where the ISP data is collected) into 7527 regions, 188 administration areas and
16 districts. We reduce the spatial resolution from AP-level all the way to the district-level. The
results are shown in Figure 9(a). On the other hand, we also reduce the temporal resolution from
1 hour to 24 hour, and show results in Figure 9(b). We find our algorithm is not very sensitive to
temporal/spatial resolution changes, i.e., the variance is less than 5% in terms of AUC. It indicates
the robustness of the model. The result is also consistent with a prior finding that human mobility
has a high level of uniqueness even under a coarse-grained temporal/spatial resolution [57].
Then, we perform ID matching by using the first x number of data records for each ID. The
obtained results are shown in Figure 9(c). We can observe that a larger number of data records
help to improve matching accuracy. When there are 10 or more records, the AUC of the proposed
algorithms reaches a stable state. We then change the time duration of the ISP dataset from 1 to 4
weeks, and show the results in Figure 9(d). It shows a similar trend: with more data records or a
longer observation period, the matching accuracy increases.
We also evaluate the impact of the number of unique locations visited by the target ID. Specifically,
we show the performance of algorithms on user groups with different number of visited locations
in Figure 9(e). As we can observe, the performance is not much influenced by the number of visited
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Fig. 9. Performance evaluation with different data quality metrics.

locations, indicating the time bins of mobility records has provided sufficient information for linking
IDs. Then, we evaluate the impact of the number of IDs in the neighbor of target ID v, i.e., |N (v)|.
Intuitively, as the number of IDs in the neighbor increases, the collision of similar spatial-temporal
traces become larger. As we can observe from Figure 9(f), a larger |N (v)| leads to the decrement of
matching accuracy, which coincides with our intuition.
Next, we also evaluate the impact of the number of unique spatio-temporal points of the target
ID. We show the performance of algorithms on user groups with different number of unique
spatio-temporal points in Figure 9(g). We can observe that performance for target ID with denser
trajectories, i.e., larger number of unique spatio-temporal points, is better than that of sparse
trajectories. We further investigate the performance under different combination of spatial and
temporal resolutions in Figure 9(h). We can observe that performance of our proposed algorithm is
better under relatively larger temporal resolutions for most spatial resolutions. The main reason
is the sparsity and noise of trajectory datasets. Overall, our algorithm is not very sensitive to
temporal/spatial resolution changes, indicating its effectiveness.
Summary:
The evaluation results show that our proposed system outperforms the baseline
algorithms in different aspects, particularly for IDs of many-to-many relation across multiple
24

services. Its AUC beats baselines by 0.1 in overall performance, and by 0.2 in many-to-many ID
matching, In addition, results show that our solution is robust to the changes in spatial-temporal
resolution, demonstrating the effectiveness of our proposed system.
8

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we propose an ID-linking algorithm across multiple services by modeling the spatialtemporal locality of user activities. We propose a novel contact graph and an optimal Bayesian-based
inference method to link IDs across services. Our system solves a number of open problems in
multi-service ID linking, including service and identity multiplicity and heterogeneous data quality.
Experimental results on large scale and real-world datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our
system.
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